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On September 29 and October 1 of 2020, Ellen O’Brien of Silman visited Peabody
Elementary School on 425 C St NW, Washington, DC to inspect a collapsed ceiling. The
school was originally built in 1890 and has had renovations in 1966 and 2013. Existing
drawings were provided to Silman for the original building and the renovations, though the
1890 and 1966 sets did not appear to be complete.
Most of the four-story building floors consist of wood joists supported by wrought iron
beams spanning between load-bearing brick masonry walls. The area of ceiling which
collapsed was supported by the fourth-floor framing. The floors differ slightly in
construction, but at the location of the ceiling collapse the framing consists of 3”x12” joists
at 16” on-center. It appears the ceiling which collapsed was added as part of the 1966
renovation. It is noted on drawing SPA-1 issued on 2-18-1966 that a “new hung MLP firerated ceiling” was to be installed on floors 1 through 3. It is assumed MLP stands for metal
lath and plaster. No notes are mentioned in the existing drawings as to how the ceiling
should be supported. It is assumed this was left to the contractor’s discretion.

Figure 1. Area of ceiling collapse
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Figure 2. Ceiling collapse

The ceiling that collapsed was composed of a top layer of plaster material (5/8”), metal lath,
and a bottom layer of plaster material (7/16”). The ceiling was supported on a metal grid
with .16” diameter wire hangers at 4’ by 4’ spacing. The hangers were wrapped around .162”
diameter nails which were attached to the side of the joists approximately 1” from the
bottom of the joist. Most hangers appeared to be supported by one nail, though at a few
locations two nails were noted. Based on the rust pattern on the nails it appears they were
embedded approximately 2” into the joist. Some nails remained embedded in the joists after
the collapse, while other were pulled out by the hangers. All nails observed were bent, with
the majority of them bent at a 90-degree angle.
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Figure 2. Wire hanger

Figure 3. Bottom plaster layer
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Figure 4. Bottom plaster layer

Figure 5. Bent nail

Based on our observations of the materials the assumed weight of the ceiling is 10 psf (+/-3
psf). Additionally, lights and a framed soffit were attached directly to the metal lath.
Considering the 4’x4’ spacing of the hangers, approximately 160 lbs were supported by each
hanger. Calculations were done of the nail capacity and it was found to be approximately
140 lbs. This would indicate that the hangers supported by one nail were undersized at the
time of construction. It was also noted that at the south west corner the hangers appeared
to be more widely spaced, causing them to support a load of more than 160 lbs. Based on
this information and the positioning of the collapsed ceiling, it is conjectured that the failure
initiated in the southwest corner and caused a progressive collapse of the entire ceiling.
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Figure 6. Southwest corner

Observations were made on the 2nd floor in the area below the collapse. Based on several
small openings made in the ceiling it does appear to be metal lath on plaster. It should be
noted though, that based on previous reports the framing in this location on the second and
first floor is brick arches supported by steel beams and girders. This means that the hung
ceiling would not be supported by wood joists. It is likely that the ceiling is supported by
ceiling joists that attach back to steel framing. With that said, it is still recommended that
access be restricted to the building until further evaluation of the condition of the ceilings
and the method of support can be established.
While an in-depth evaluation of the structure was not performed, no significant damage of
the base structural system including the bearing walls and floor framing was noted.
Furthermore, while it did cause damage to the finishes, it is unlikely that the flooding of the
building caused any deterioration of the main structural elements, such as the masonry
walls, wood floor joists, and beams.
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